
Hey friendHey friend

Brett is officially 15 today (#16 in the photo). Brett is officially 15 today (#16 in the photo). IIf there is ever a time in life when

parents need to stay engaged in kid's lives it is now!

Brett is appropriately pushing away to be with friends, but still looking for

Erin and I to watch and approve and be his parents.

It is hard and humbling, but the reward of a lifetime of friendship is worth the

balance of discipline and grace over time.

Help Cancel Debt with UsHelp Cancel Debt with Us

Debt Forgiveness is a passion of mine.Debt Forgiveness is a passion of mine. I believe that paying off debt for people
we don't know, with no strings attached, is kind and biblical and what the world
needs to see people of faith be all about.
Here is Sheena's powerful story on my Facebook page. Learn more from my
video below of how it works and how I would love for you to join us at
www.people-bridge.com. This has never really been done before in this way.

Call A Friend...Call A Friend...
In closing, I want to encourage you to PICK UP YOUR PHONE AND CALL AN OLD

FRIEND and ask, "How are you?"

I have been on the phone this last week with young guys that I was a part of their life for aI have been on the phone this last week with young guys that I was a part of their life for a

season in Carmel.season in Carmel. Some are leaders in the church and walking with God and some are

not.

No matter where they were personally I wanted to remind them that I remain AVAILABLE

and want to be a friend at each season of life. Through listening, I was able to point them

https://people-bridge.com/
https://www.facebook.com/brian.clark2
https://people-bridge.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BngDm2NBm78&t=1s


to relationships or resources that they could use at this season of life.

Thank you for your friendship. Bless you big time today....and go call a friend now,

Brian and Erin Clark

Giving to People Bridge

People Bridge has a missionmission to encourage people by purposefully entering their
story.
My purposepurpose is to inspire leaders to fulfill their God-given dreams for good in the
world.
We don't have it all together, yet we boldly try new ideas,we boldly try new ideas, and trust God through it
all!

https://people-bridge.com/give

